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SUMMARY

It is evident that river basin development-in Africa can do much to provide

environmental stability to wildly erratic hydrologic and climatic cycles, to

produce.more food and to contribute to economic growth. . The experience to

date of river basin development, in Africa, has not-proven as positive as in many ,

developing .countries. There are too. many examples, of ill-cpnceived ,and ill-

suited schemes, that; contribute to further environmental .degradation, social ,t

dislocation, and hardship, and: weaken already stressed national economies. The

planning experience.-in developed cpuntri.es in, the. use of multipurpose projects,

basin-wide planning,-and river basin organizations: provides useful lessons in . ■

promoting the physical development needed to makd use of Africa's rivers. But

the experience in Africa suggests, that-- the. real challenge for Africans to ;:-

achieve environmentally, self-sustaining, water resources,.development lies in

establishing the appropriate social and environmental context for physical

development to take place. Attention needs to focus on regional'development,

multiobjective, planning, community participation, environmental resiliency,

the institutional- arrangements for regional development, and,the political and. .

economic conditions within the basin states. . . ., -..,,■ - . ;

>. ■ 1-. ...-",."■""■ " ' ■ - - '..-:..; *i ■ . . ■ . , '
■ The challenge is -all. the greater because of -a bias towards physical

development among the main, players in planning'and^implementing river basis ,■ .

development. Political .leaders, planners and the-international.;financial

community need to recognize that bias .and-s tructure their, ^ef forts towards

creating the right conditions for self-sustaining projects, that is-.by turning

the evident need for making better use of the continent's waters into widespread

economic demands . ■ . . :;, < . j. ,. ■. . ' , t . . ; .,« . ■ - ■ . ■

■ ■ Another challenge facing African river basin development as elsewhere is

in establishing the. appropriate cooperative arrangements for, development when

a river is .shared by more, than country-. Cooperation is- essential to avoid

piecemeal development^and consequent lost- opportunities to optimize economic . ,

benefits, unfortunate; repercussions elsewhere in the basin, ,and. inter-basin ,

.political tension. But cooperative development must emerge from each ■

participating state's, clear recognition that international development .

represents: the best means of ,achiev.ing national objectives. Such a" recognition

cannot be achieved unless the states have the capability ;to assess thei:r'.pwn

domestic alternatives against.the international alternatives. National planning

institutions must then be capable of carrying out that assessment and thus

international assistance should be directed at strengthening the national

planning effort. -■..■,':-.;-
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DEVELOPING RIVER AND LAKE BASINS FOR SUSTAINED ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PROGRESS

INTRODUCTION

1. In Africa food production has been declining by about one percent per year" r

since 1970. Desertification; drought and deforestation and other forms of. ■

environmental degradation are undermining the productive capacity -of the lan:d

and foreclosing options for future development. It is evident that careful use

of the continent's water' resources can do much to produce more food and contribute

to development through hydroelectric power generation, fish harvesting and

improved transportation'. It is also evident that'ill-conceived and ill-suited

schemes can contribute to further environmental degradation, social dislocation'

and hardship, and weaken already stressed national economies. The issue is how ■

best Co ensure1 timely, productive anii environmentally self-sustaining water

resources development. - ■' ' - - -;- ■ .'

2. The' challenge is" great, for water resources development in developing regions

must be pursued against a background of-imposing forces and constraints.

External factors include declining terms of' trade for' agricultural' and other

commodities, disadvantageous terms of technology transfer, protectionism in

developed countries, the debt crisis, lack of foreign exchange, and declining

financial flows to the countries" that most need1 international finance." Internal

factors include unequal distribution of land and other assets, "endemic diseases,

and rising population with the consequent stress on land, forest, and water

resources. \j ' . .

3. This paper looks at 1. river basin development planning concepts and

experiences as they have evolved, 2. their application and aptness to developing
countries,*particularly' in Africa, 3. the role of' foreign assistance with emphasis

on raultidonor financing, and 4. the complications of develop ing .water-resources

shared, by two or more states. The aim is to' provide a context for discussing

how best to advance well-coriceivec' water resources development in Africa. The

paper affirms -that river basin development, as the concept has evolved, in recent ,

years and in light of the complementary recent .thinking on envii.uumiiuUiH.-y—

d^ve*Eol5taeat, offers, the promise to contribute greatly to solving some- of Africa's

critical problems^ But in recognizing the direction that planning must, go it"

also points to some of the conceptual,' institutional and political-technical

forces that can make river basin development inappropriate or inopportune.

I RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT

4. River basin development generally refers to physical regulation of a river's

flow to meet the needs of water-dependent users. It has an engineering and an ,

economic aspect. First, development usually entails construction of darns to

store the daily, monthly or even yearly flows of rivers for release when

required. Second, regulation operates to meet the demands of users. A regulated

water supply has value directly for industrial processes, urban water supply and

irrigation, and indirectly in providing hydroelectric power, protecting flood

plains and in facilitating navigation. The ideally regulated river as Gilbert

White wrote in 1957, "would fluctuate in its main channel only to meet fluctuating

human needs, the natural variations having been evened out". 2/
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5. River basin planners have more in mind than regulation when speaking of

river basin development. : Four '^concepts are generally added- individually or in : •
concert to define ."integrated' :xivdr basin- development": •...-• -. -.- : . ■.. : ■

* ' I.1'multipurpose projects, ' ■ •- -"'■ • -'■ ' ' *'• v

2. basin-wide planning and management, ' . - " ■■:■ . • • ■ •„ ■

3. basin institutions, and

4.' regional development. ' - ■ '.:.--."■ . ■ .-'■->

In recent years, "reflecting planning experience for major projects, more- . * - i.-

attention Has Veen given to the goals"and values -that such projects are :trying .

to achieve. "Multiobjective planning"-gives-a social and-environmental^ ' ,i

dimension to river'basin development. ' . ' ' ' ' '

Multipurpose Projects •

6. In ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, and China multipurpose projects were.- ..- ., ■ • , ■-

constructed for flood control, irrigation and-navigation'. Aside from these... . ;:,

civilizations, which did not have the technological^ means^ to create much water,.,-,-.. ...

storage, the thrust of river projects until the beginning of the twentieth
century has been single purpose. Mill dams, small dams and reservoirs .for „.-.,.--,,

municipal and industrial water needs, canals, weirs and locks for navigation

were common. ' '■ ' ' ' ' \ '

7. in populated "regions as" demands1 on water grew, so did conflicts between - :.:

different usei and users','and the need -- then incentive r-- to <rnake better- .. - ■

use of abused/streams arid-rivers.' .Engineers'offered storage,and regulation >

projects to avoid destructive competition forwater by increasing-the water .. ... : ,;.

supply for distribution" t&! all users and uses. Although -simple; in- concept-, , . ,•

mul£ipurpose,,projects ne'ed^ sophisticated engineering talent,i large" amounts;of. : . (

capital "and* a-commitment to'make'optimal 'use o'f rthe river. ■ ■ .... ..-,-

8. Multipurpose dam projects became feasible and worthwhile early this : _•
century with advances in engineering technologies and materials, and with an
increasing demand for-electricity.- ' Large dams- could be: justified because the
hydropower* generation1 component ■provided a" highly prof ita-ble/.return that - ... , ,

subsidized'other ecoriomical'ly^mafginarproject components. 2j ■> Dams., on, .the • ... :;.
RhoneRiyer, 'for'example/produce revenue from electricity-sal.es which-pay ,., . , :.

for the'navigation and flood- protection elements cf. the riv.er's.-development.3/ ..,,,.
The recently compl'eted. Manantali Dam on- the Senegal River-.will, :.when operating. . , ..

to design, be a -classic multipurpose project- A. regulated flow, of. 300 .cubic, ,,;

meters per second downstream, will permit navigation -900-kilometers upstream ...j......

to Kayes in Ma-liY" produce 800 GWH of ■ electrical..energy per year with, guaranteed ■ -i;.

power of 100 MW, reduce the 100 year peak flood to that of the 10 year-.peak, ... , .

and enable double crop irrigation of 255,000 hectares. hjSj

9.. In some countries, notably the United States, multipurpose projects became .. ,^;.;

the subject of political struggle between private and public power. The
logic of multipurpose-projects -favours-.public .ownership..- Private power.firms

have little incentive to" incur-extra'costs-to provide for .uses like flood .: -,:
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protection that ;have no -financial returns, or other low returns, but socially

important uses like irrigation and navigation. Public sponsored developments,

on the other hand, can incorporate the "welfare" benefits into the design of

the projects and take advantage of economies of scale not available to single

purpose privately financed projects.- .

10. Single purpose public power authorities, however, may prove no more eager

to capture the non-power welfare benefits than a private power company.

Scudder concludes' that in Africa ..top ..many .large dams, are managed by agencies

interested only-in producing hydroelectric power, with little, commitment or,

interest in developing other socially viable and attractive.uses, such as .

fisheries, reservoir management for recession agriculture and grazing, and

controlled downstream flooding for the same uses. ^/

11. Certainly today most river projects remain essentially single purposei ■

including some^of the .largest dams constructed in recent years such as those

in the remote and sparsely populated James Bay,.Labrador, northern Manitoba ,

and northern British Columbia regions in Canada... . .,,.

Basin-wide Planning - : ' •- . ■'...■-

■•"*.. ' ■

12. It is a small step from making the most of a project to making the most

of the whole river," or rather the drainage basin (to include both surface and

connected groundwaters) ;7/ Engineers likeSir William Willco.cks, the designer

of the first Aswan dam, early.on recognized the value of multipurpose projects

and also saw the■complementary, value of tying one project .in with another. 2/
United States President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908 stated the perspective: .

"each river from its .head waters in. the forests to its mouth on the coast,

is a unit and should be treated as such".2/ Development planners/looked to ;

the unique hydrological characteristics of,each river to determine the' physical '

capability of the whole river developed as a unit to meet the needs of water-

dependent users.' . • ■ •."'•■■■• x

13. For most planners 'the basin .is .the /appropriate unit for thinking about

development, butr it is not the only one. Interbasin water transfers, may be

designed for hydroelectric generation, as for example in a number of regions

in Canada, or interbasin transfers may bring water from water-abundant regions to'
water-short' regions'such as between northern and southern .California. A number

of rather large schemes have been proposed for North America, the Soviet .Union .

and India, though in recent years the enthusiasm for such large .engineering

projects has' faded. * Most planning, however, centres on the basin. This, focus .

would seem appropriate for Africa where most .states are.drained by. only one

or two major rivers. • ■ '" ; • ■••■•-. r .. ■. s

14. The 1970 UN Panel of Experts report Integrated River Basin Development

summarizes basin-wide planning: . ' . .. ... . _ .

It is now videly recognized that individual:.water projects — ,

whether single or multipurpose — cannot as a rule be undertaken

with optimum benefit for the people affected before there is at

least the broad outlines of a plan for the entire drainage area.
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'Integrated'river basih'development"with the aim stated involves,

the""co-ordinated and reasonable' possibilities of the basin. -; -■ ;*-i ..

These may include irrigation and drainage, electric power * '

production,, navigation, flood control, water-shed^treatment,.. itt ,

industrial and domestic uses of .water,"recreation and wildlife" ^ . . .
conservation.^/ ■•<■»■ . .-. ■ -- - • - ■ _•■

15. In the African context, particularly in semi-arid regions,■planning must,

also look to land management andrsoil conservation., Population and other

pressures'; on the land have'prut stress ;pn forests .and lands "with consequent" .^

detefibratibn of theso'il, erosion'i :d.esertification and downstream-siltation.:.
Control of endemic::dis"eases,' such" as malaria, onchocerciasis (river1 blindness),

trypanosomiasis. (sleeping sickness), schistosomiasis, must also be included...

in river bias in planning' in "many basins, in'Africa". ' " " ■."".--. , '

River'Basin'Authorities^ ■ ■ •■ - ' ■ ..-.-•..,

r-r^ ; :—■ w / . '. t x 'J r"' .-• ■ ■ '■ . '. -■■• :.*'l!i' ■ ■ t ,;; . ■ "; >v . -a' -' ■-;

16. If the river is' the;-focal point for planning', should not the institutions

charged with'"implementing the 'programme be, given' basin-wide authority? Any .i

number of'organizational-'arrangements — from interdepartmental committees1."

to* autonomous basin authorities ---are po'ssible.i The United Nations .Panel'.** ;..

of Experts suggested whatever the arrangements' "if: a;.river basin programme ..is'.

to be integrated; in" more .than name-, it' wiir'-,require unified'planning ..

administration".2/ Two requirementsJare essential: first, provision of an" '

organizational framework under which-'such. unified planning''and" administration.,

can take'plac'e and secbrid, continuity 'in .the'planning, construction'and
operating phases." the organizational framework,'attractive to water, resource'.
planners is the single unified basin agency with full authority for"dealing

with all the basin's water and related resource problems.

17. Since the early part of the Twentieth century there have been a number of

different" basin institutions formed by the maior water interests in the :"

different basins.. The model fbt theagencies'is the organization for the. t "

Emscher River, the Emscherungsgosserischaft^ 8/ -the.basin agencies develop ,

and manage' the basin'for drainage^ hydroelectric power and pollution control"1...
For'integrated development the Tennessee Valley"Authority (TVA);'discussed'.

separately belowi hasi_been.the, most 'influential model> inspiring many African

river basin commissions sueir as the-OMVS, OMVG, Niger River"Commission, Lake!'

ChadrBasin( Commission, the early Volta River ^Commission andr others.,..

Regional Development' '-^-i. ~ ' ■ v •■ ■ '-.'> '•-!"-, '

18. Multipurpose basin-wide'fiver developments' require'a scale of investment:'

that alters'the nature'of .th'e project. ' As the'.size of - the programme increases,
it loses its physical engineering orientation_' to an economic one directed at .

stimulating, economic.growth within the region.' First, as physical development

of the river advances the money spent in the region can'stimulate the local '

economy. The multiplier effects of the,investment will 'spread'extra income and

employment thrbugtiout theJregion. Second, the temporary,!'increase may be sustained

by'new forms of economic activity,' such' as irrigation and fishing) 'and'r new ''
business and industry attracted to the region to take advantage of the oppor

tunities created by the projects, like inexpensive electricity or increased
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agricultural activity. ( Regional economic and political interests have been

quick to promote such types of schemes, particularly in the United States

where the Congressional system and federal 'financing combine to produce

conditions ripe for regional lobbying. t; ' '

19. In developing countries ensuring that peoples within the basin'and '

associated rural'areas share in the benefits from river basin development is

particularly important. In Africa many of the destructive environmental

practices are the direct result of population pressures on the land and

of poverty. "Those ^tio are poor'and'hungry will often'destroy their
immediate environment in order to survive: They wi'llcut down forests;

their livestock will overgraze grasslands; theyVill overuse marginal land;

and in' growing numbers they will crowd into congested cities". 1/

20.' Regional development raust be a'key component in breaking this destructive

cycle. Appropriately planned river and reservoir regulation has the potential

to increase rural productivity and welfare through regulation of the river . .

and reservoirs. Agricultural and grazing opportunities-could be -enhanced- ■ ■*-

through controlled, flooding and through irrigation projects,, fishing could

be enhanced within the.reservoir and downstream, rural electrification'

could lead to small scale industrialization, and transportation to outside-markets

could be improved. It, is generally recognized now that increasing incomes in

rural areas where the majority, of the population lives is the'route to.

stimulating national development. 6/ But- in.developing countries regional-

and local interests tend to. be under-represented in the planning and decision-

making for-the projects that will-be located in their region. The record. toT

date in Africa indicates that river pasin developments.,reveal, a national, bias,

that is an urban, bias, and the economic and social benefits from.the projects

in the region are seldom maximized. . , - . . . ■ .

i.. > . i • ■■..,'. j ;..

Tennessee Valley Authority

21. For;;integrated development, the United States Tennessee Valley .Authority,

(TVA), has been the most influential model.( The TVA is ah autonomous 'federal,

public (corporation, directly .responsible to the President', with authority to"

plan, -construct,.and operate river control projects in the seven states of tKe

Tennessee Valley. •/ The attraction'of the TVA is its independence to interpret.',

its mandate to develop the river for purposes of.flood control, navigation,

and power production. . The authority operates. 28 multipurpose reservoirs'.

22. The TVA also has less clear cut objectives that enable it to go beyond

river basin planning to regional planning. Not specifically given responsibility

to promote regional development, the TVA is, nevertheless, authorized to"

promote conservation and natural resources development; more specifically

the Tennessee Valley Act mentions reforestation, development of marginal

agricultural.lands, and stimulation of ,agriculture through the sale of

inexpensive'fertilizers. The investments ,were "all for the general purpose

of fostering an orderly and proper physical, economic, and social development

of said areas..." (48 STAT. 69 [1952]). White points out, 'the TVA"was not1
explicitly designed to occupy itself with those questions. "2/However; once

the'Authority began, TVA supporters pointed to ,the secondary'regional benefits
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for high.wage industries, rural electrification, the shift "to non-agricultural

employment and improved farm practices in the valley. 9_/ Perhaps because of

ant'i planning bias"in'the-United States the TVA has remained conservative', ■

seeing-itself as a support agency offerihg'financial and technical assistance • -'

for regional development goals but'concentrating on ncain-stream regulation

and provision of low cost power" (at the expense of non-power programmes) . l_0/- '■ >'
~ . \ .■ • ' ■ ■ : '■ i ■ '. "< i ■ : '" ■ ■ ' "'. - , ' :

23. The'TVA has been the model for-other basin authorities, such as the ' ■■' •

Damodar'Valley authority in.-India.; the'Gal Oya Authority in Sri "Lanka; and the. v

interbasin Snowy Mountain Authority in Australia. But'not many basin agencies

have bean given the same broad authority and responsibilities as the TVA'.-1 '

Competing.jurisdictions and overlapping institutions with vested interests

frustrate attempts to establish powerful'-semi-ihdependent basin"agencies; They

more readily tolerate coordination'and liaison-arrangements, which'do not ■ ■; ;

threaten established prerogatives and ambitions." The'built-in bureaucratic : .j s\

resistance makes for institutionally conservativevcbmpromises. i The TVA,-- .* . :,- .-

itself, relies 'on cooperation and "coordination" with "existing government agencies.,

to .achieve the'^brbader goals of regional development. It-has divested.itself

of'responsibility 'for'-more functionally related-aspects of river basin development

such as recreation,'pollution controls and electrical distribution..- Inits

institutionally'complex setting~the TVA focuses * attention on.its primary . , , .

operating responsibilities in flood control, navigation and-.low-cost power- - ,<•

production.

24. ''I As' an ideal';' the'TVA "inspired model -remains alive. As mentioned above in . .

Africa the OMVS, theOMVG,' the Niger River Authority, and Kagera River Authority. ;

in some'way'draw on the" TVA'model. - They are'basin-widei institutions with bro.ad,^ ,

planning'arid implementation powe'rrfor integrated;development. They qversee . E

development from'planning to construction,! But the OMVS and.other African- ■ .. .

agencies-are hot autonomous;v*Vital"sectors'of the integrated;programme,

principally complementary national developments, are beyond their control.:-. ,

Multiobjective Planning ■ ■ ■ -' ' -' ■.■■•< i * • . . '■.-'•■. t. .

25. River b'asin development-,■ particularly "integrated river basin development",' ■

gained'force in. the 1950s in Nor'th'America and'Europe.- During, that period, of .

rapicl economic growth, planners felt confident that physical development of .

water resources worked to remove constraints holding back economic growth. . . - ■

Their confidence was" borne out-in that the most optimistic projections of demand*J

were being'surpassed by actual growth" In this period, "for example, about 10. ■ "

percent of 'theJ annual run-off in Europe and Asia was controlled-for human use-. 1/

The. problem was to keep ahead of demand. The cloud on the horizon was the supply

of'water' resources'to sustain the rate of growth. ■: ' ■ ■ ■

26. Turning to the newly'emergent'nation's, planners and aid agencies felt* the * ■

experiences in water resource development in Europe and North America could

be marshaled'for application1'to the'coming economic growth in these" countries/ " -'

The idea of" "integrated" development' was; promoted, particularly in'the 1960s

and early 1970s through th'e'ef fort's of the United Nations-, but most'attention'

was given'to making use of the hydroelectric potential-of major rivers-for " *' ''

urban and industrial'use; lesser' attention was given to irrigation and1little ">'

attention to "other uses or consideratibhs. - '■ ; ." *• " - • - ■ :
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27. Changing attitudes and the actual experience in implementing water projects

soured the enthusiasm in many quarters for large-scale projects such' as Kariba,

Akosorabo,- and; Aswan in Africa. The economic returns in developing countries,

particularly from hoped-for,-industrial expansion, were often disappointing.

Also, in too many cases unconsidered social and environmental impacts that altered the

hydrologic characteristics of the rivers devastated dependent ecological and

social systems^ .River basin;development rather than being a solution,to the

challenges-of economic growth and development had become, on balance, -a part

of the problem. Jt . ■ .';•.,-.

28. 'The growing environmental awareness has had the positive effect of drawing

attention in planning to assessing the environmental, social and other impacts

both positive-and negative of river .basin development-and attempting to incorporate

non-economic or dif f iculfto-quantify values into the assessment and design: qf.,

projects.' The-World .Commission .on,Environment and Development (1987) has gone

further to.make the telling point' that integrating these considerations into .

decisicri-naking. makes good economic sense. Achieving environmentally "sustainable

development" is an ideal that.assures benefits for this and future generations.

The challenge is how to give practical expression to the ideal "sustainable" .

river basin development. . . . . .

29. As with the concept of "integrated" river basin development the analysis of

the environmental'and social impacts of .development,are.given more.attention in

theory than in practice. The classic economic efficiency evaluations have,

remained dominant with"their bias towards projects that can be evaluated in terms

of rates of return and.net benefits to the national economy. Even where multi- .
objective'approaches are used central planning agencies may be left to balance and

interpret the'evaluations, under the different objectives. The reorganization of

the World Bank in-1987 to give greater weight to environmental issues in assessing
'projects gives hope that environmental considerations are coming to be regarded

as an integral part of economic decision-making. . ■ i

30. Atthe same time there has been growing recognition in North America and

Europe of the public participation side to planning of major development schemes.

The public participation aspect is now increasingly regarded as being even more .

important in developing countries. Planning cannot be impc ed from the top down..

Successful,agricultural projects in particular require the commitment and

initiative.of the people to make them work and.this requires special;attention

to creating the institutional and economic conditions that respond to their needs.

31. Equity considerations must be addressed. The regional development dimension

must have equal standing so that development does not proceed without the peoples

most affected being given the opportunity to.defend their interests and have a

say in their future. Scudder provides a definition of development in this,

context: "development' occurs when production, incomes, and living standards for

large numbers:pf people increase at,local, regional, and.national levels in a .

fashion that--is, environmentally sustainable". 6/ In other words "projects. ,

which transfer resources in the form of, hydropower to the national (indluding

across: national boundaries to other nations) level, at the expense of regional,

local, and environmental levels are not considered development, irrespective.of

short-term national accounting as measured by economic rates of return".
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,l.t'*i-. y'll-'.lCy.'i Si ■: -//;'■ ■*.:;{! '. 'I '''-ii;-'1. ' ■ <. '-I- ■ ' ' '-'-■ ■"' ' ' '■■■ ■' ■'•■' ;,"-'"' ' ': '

,. W:h.-- *■:?■;-.';o;~'': :-■*' -*. <■''£'■" '• 5 '•'•••■'^' •>. ' • ' '■■ '-■ '■ •- *'•• ■■"" . '-" ' *" - :- - ■'■'

32..-vTh^ shift; away :from: physical development to: broader .sectoral goals and/ '

the ,more>.envirbnmental and:human side of development, entails pursuit-..of -*a .;'..

number/ of-pbj.ectlves. ■' River basin, development- is* promoted_;as!,a tool: for, -vr

socio-economic growth,, both at a macro and micro, level.. No. longer are-coals-,

simply growth and the projects judged in terms of efficiency criteria. Water

development is a-means tq^accomp.lish.a number of objectives and more':.. •.:'■

explicit-recognition:is given Lto equity, question.. ■ ■■ \-\ ■ : r.: -. j-k.-:.-- ■' ■ •■'

33. ^.Muitipbj^ective planning should be compatible vittwdeveloping ,counties.1;-,-". ;

aims. , Growth and. developmenttare overall goals that encompass a number of;: -

objectives concerning human welfare and; the nature of the economy, that must . : •

be satisfied before, growth and {development can be sustained; - NevertheleVs,- .

the belief of.the 1950s, nurtured in the relative success of. physical development

programs, such as for the Tennessee Valley, Columbia and Rhone, that construction

of works_ tojregulate a river- will stimulate regional growth remains, strong.

The belief is-reinforced, by certain political,, and institutional dynamics that: '

will be discussed below. Belief in the new planning approaches; stressing ". •■■■

environmental^impacts, appropriate technologies, socio-economic transformation

and environmentally, sustainablefideyeiopment, are of growing importance .but. less =

firmly rooted.. - ,«. j *. j. ■■ . -..,-' .: " ■ . ' ■ •■ "• '■ -■ -' >i

, "' ' 'J. ii- Driver basin development in developing:countries n- ,■■,-■■ ■■■ .,

34. As river basin planning .eyolved, /it "focused increasingly on the impact.'"

the projects have on .regional development. .-.This has led to;a' more.'careful-

examination of the ..objectives,'implied by regional development-;-, which in .turn-.'1,

forces re-examination ;.of river basin development-as a rmeans ■■to achieve, those -r< •'

objectives. As.the objectives beepme broader incorporating .local, 'social,: / :'■.-.

regional, national and environmental objectives they become less tied'-to a. i >■*.

single.means" to .achieve- them.. This suggests evaluation of river ..development

as one .alternative s.trategy. . .. ' .. : ;• • . •■ ■, . ■•: >{>• , -», /j ■ <:* ■ : . ■ '

35..:'- It is not obvious that a labour "extensive, capital intensive, hardware-.,; ■

based approach to integrated rriver development is necessarily the best. .. .; <

alternative for poor countries to,-adop^- as a first step to ,regional < :. ■'. ' n '

development,. The approach, as. developed ih; North America, Europe, and-, Australia :

to bring .the infrastructure, projects' to. life; presupposes a.- fairly high level .-"-. •

of. producer, response,, skill, education*, communication netweTks;,: rural-urban ■ i

linkages, credit facilities, extension work, price' incentives,' responsive':-

decision-making, and institutions of all kinds — in effect, the objectives

many poorer^ cquntries'jwduld'like, the'riyer projects-to achieve. - •■•>'. ;V

: ^ ■ ,■■ f; ■ ■':■ ;'- -U:r ''■■• " L- ,: ■■' ' ' ■; .'■' ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■'■•.■'. ..-.,'■'.'.-■-.
36. A number, of 'differences;between piver basin, development in.wealthy .countries

and in most, poor ones ;iaakes. poorer.^ countries .less responsive., to the-opportunities

provided _ by; river 'projects. - . , .. , . v { '■ \ ■ ,■ . ;. ^ ; . j- • • .= ■
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(i) Developed countries tend to be economically much more, homogeneous than de
veloping one's. Multipurpose planning in developed countries can proceed with
the fair assumption that benefits will be spread throughout the target area.

. But in developing countries, where there may be a mix of traditional and

modern and great inequalities in income; education, employment opportunities\

etc., river projects-'become :too often one more element of t!he modern sector ;

that increases inequality. - In;i"such dual economies planners arid developers' 'focus
on the modern sectors in whichthey can foresee a return. 11/ - :..:"-■*■ ■ -

■■ :. ■ " ■■'/■' ■;■■■■ :■■■•.■-* ■ - : ■ .'. .* ' > ■ - i ' ~~~ . \ -. '• . -■..':

In the African--context the integrated1 river basin model-has in-many case's"

been disregarded in tha pursuit of essentially single purpose'developments,1 "r'
in practice hydroelectric projects. The integrated development ideal may be

acknowledged-, but in-practice the focus- on generation of electricity Has'led c

to the neglect of other development; opportunities in agriculture, f isheries,"'

forestry and transportation, and left' the peoples'iri' the traditional'economy. ' .

in valley.-and-surrounding countryside with" resulting environmental degradation,
.dislocation and .difficulty in maintaining even their subsistence way of1 life.*

(ii) Planning is a much more- complicated1process than in developed countries
and .is likely to. strain tho;financial' and human resource capabilities of' a ' '

developing country.: But in developing1countries capital1and human resources' '

ar,e-in much shorter- supply .■ This necessitates "dependence on foreign:'assistance-
to advance\projects' which, as is-1 discussed'in the next section, adds a new '-';

dimension to the planning and implementation. The shortage of financial

resources may also mean inadequate planning and preparation, underinvestment in

certain areas, and the inability of government agencies to provide the

appropriate level-of institutional, technical, fiscal, and'financial support
to maintain the projects.

(iii) In developed countries, river basin projects are a means to promote
economic growth." Planners can assume a population that.can adapt and take '"''

advantage :of the services and opportunities provided'by river basin projects^ '

In developing- regions,-"river projects in themselves are unlikely1 to promote '
growth for the constraints on development in poorer countries often turn out' v

not to stem from, lack of- r:'.ver regulation, But from the1 socio-economic- "'■•■*

conditions of the traditional society of the target market groups and"the

political-institutional weaknesses of the national governments".' In other '*' *

words the constraints on economic growth are human. The prerequisite to

physicalT-developiaent in poorer countries is "the social "and economic capability

to make use of such development. This suggests attention must be given to' "■

the education,-incentives; community participation, backup services, arid1'

financial resources needed to engage the people more effectively in'the' ;■'■*■•'■■-'

development? process,-' which" in/effect means improved agriculture through- '■ r ■•1

irrigation-andt control-led flooding, livestock management, fisheries'development
and other/forms of water and- land use.' •...■; . •' .■.- ..-:■. >.*,. ■

"• The differences between conditions- in developed and developing countries •
need to be considered before applying river development models. Ill-suited

river basin.planning -in .the developing country context-is often resource'or

supply-oriented; It assumes a demand-for river regulation. In other-'words-1

water or the services water projects can provide are seen as"'the'bottleneck1 ':<

in the way of development, whereas the bottleneck is the poverty and inability
of the people to make use of the projects.
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38. A region, may be handicapped, like the Sahel, by' lack yof--steady irrigation

water supply, high energy costs, poor transportation, and periodic devastating /.

floods cr low.flows. Engineers' and- planners look to construction of river, basin. ,

projects to ''provide' the means' to alleviate those problems and are -confident, t,

that the market for the project services, if not already there, will quickly ■ .. ,.

develop to take'them'up and provide a 'return. 'In developed'economies this ■■ \^ .-.!■

physical approach often works. ■ Hydroelectric generating capacity may.temporarily

be ahead of'demand,'but growth in the region quickly consumes the-excess and ..

the power component of the project become prof itable.' ■- Al thought, even, here- the... • ..

approach is under attack from environmentalists'and critic's" of■■unrestrained

growth, who .feel too much 'emphasis is given to. meeting unquestioned projections,. <

without consideration1 ot 'alternatives' that may dampen'demand and better reflect

'other values held in society. Irrigation in arid regions may also meet immediate ,

consumer enthusiasm as farmers take advantage of increased water supplies to

bring new lands' under cultivation. ■ ' " ■' - ■ . >

39. In developing countries "there is-a need to dcr something: to expand the, .. .

productive capacity of land in arid' regions through irrigation,.to make the

agricultural sector more productive to relieve -the burden of paying for imports^

of basic food stuffs, to supply power for rural electrification and for urban

and industrial growth, to improve transportation. 'But if the groups in need

cannot make use of the services water projects provide there is no adequate ":

demand. As a result pVojec'ts -built to satisfy very re.al needs stand in danger

of going unused" by the people they are designed to benefit, because they may .;

lack the means -- education, resources, support or- incentives —to make!use '

of them. ' ''-■' *'-■'"'' . .

40. River basin development should emerge from the identified demands and

needs within both'the river region and-the national economy in which it is

to be placed.'. That means' identification of the constraints that hold.back. . ; :

development, particularly in' the.traditional societies,' and an appropriate ■

response to. remove'them. In this c'ontext; large mainstream infrastructure. ■_ • ■- .

projects may be appropriate, only' under certain conditions.' Some of these

conditions are' suggested below. " ' ■ .' : - * . .-.■ . ..-■
' ■ •' ' , ' ' s ... i ■..'•■»" ■ - - .. :

(i) River basin development projects may be suitable where there1is an

identified, demand within a region for some aspect of river basin development,

and the.failure to satisfy 'that demand is constraining economic growth. • For_<. .,

example, farmers have made"'maximum use of the unregulated river and.can increase. .

production greatly through a'secure regulated source of water that will .permit

double or'triple crops. "In other words water is the real bottleneck to .-■.*,:.. ,

growth. ,-.-... . .

(ii) The, technology of river bVsin development should be" appropriate to , ■ -:

the socijOreconomic structure and values or the latter will change'to .accomodate .■

the technology.' In many parts of Africa, 'for example,"irrigated agriculture ■ ;;
requires settlement by people'unfamiliar wi'th the technologies, disciplines- ■ .-,

and other requirements of this, to' them,' new fori* of^agricultural production.. . ■.,..-

The situation is quite different in many, parts of Asia where there-is

familiarity with irrigation, and the people can readily adapt ".to major new

irrigation projects. Where this experience is lacking irrigation schemes may

be inappropriate until such, time as the farmers have acquired the skills,
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(iii) The environmental impacts of..the technology or projects should not . .

undermine the productive capacity, or ecological base, of the peoples and the

region to sustain long-term, development.' In many river basins in Africa flood

recession agriculture is practiced. Regulation, of a river to. eliminate the

annual floods may also eliminate the productive base for the people dependent .

on the flood. The.-plan for the Manantali Dam on -the Senegal River offers an

innovative alternative1.* The Dam will produce an artificial flood, to permit 1 .

continuation of ".flood recession agriculture for a period of transition before

commencing full regulation to* take advantage of the hydroelectric potential , ,

and serve downstream navigation. The regularized flood could substantially

benefit the1 people downstream and could hasten the transfonnation of the

society' from-dependence on traditional flood, recession-agriculture to irrigated

agriculture..^:: : ■ * ,

(iv) There need to be in place flexible institutions capable of .managing

and maintaining the technology, and responding to the needs of affected

populations. : In.other words' there must bo community participation and people

in the valley must have the confidence to turn to their local development

institutions for support, rather than treating them as alien and disruptive. ,

(v) There need to be financial or economic incentives to make use of the

technology. . If agricultural production increases from the farmerfs use of

irrigation-.the farmer.will receive a fair, market return, and .not have his

gains levied1 away by cooperatives or marketing,organizations. The heavy hand

of parastatal irrigation and marketing organizations and. the political

commitment to inexpensive basic food stuffs for urban areas has in many cases

been iniquitous and stifled rural initiative.

(vi) The projects, generate .surpluses and .technical knowledge on a self-

reliant and sustained basis..,,!/- . Financing and recurrent, costs can be, .met and

participants: can learn and pass on their knowledge.. State governments do not

have the resources .nor-.the capability to .sustain projects once they are launched.

For projects to.be successful the: state should be able to recover its costs,

and then withdraw to let the organizations and participants maintain them."

Successful projects will generate their own momentum leading to expansion or

. replication; 12/ ,-'! : • ■ • . . ;. -; : .. ■ . ..■.,::-.

(vii) Sufficient capital should he. available:for water development and _(

complementary works .< P.rojects ;are well designed and constructed*, for the long- .

term. THe-lack of capital ,too often.leads to underdesigning projects,( for

example, inadequate drainage and inadequate: levelling f.o.r irrigation projects'.

(viii) Adequate rural-urban transportation routes need to be in place

or developed as .a complement to.,river .basin, development. If surpluses are, . ;

to be generated,from increased agricultural production, livestock raising

or fisheries, the commodities must be able5to reach markets. In'addition, the

rural communities need to have access ^to the servic.es and .goods from the

urban centres'.to be able to maintain their projects. , ' .. ' •:
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Ill MUI/TIDONCR FINANCING FOR RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT

41.- The existing level of funding for water resources planning, irrigation

and drainage, supply and sanitation and other uses'is a small fraction of
estimated requirements'. Poor countries have a responsibility to order their

own funding priorities to give greater effort in this sector. But, handi- "

capped by heavy - external debts and little revenue, they do not have the

financial and technical resources to solve the problems themselves. Foreign'

assistance -from" bilateral and multilateral institutions is essential. For

river basin developments entailing large projects, the' capital investments

may'be beyond the willingness of any single 'donor.- Widh capital costs of

irrigation rising upto $2G,O0O-$3O,OGO per hectare-and regulation dams costing '

from $100 million to $800 billion multidonor consortiums have become critical"

to achieving the level of capital investment to implement major projects. 6/

42. As the-financial investment to build river projects will be large the

recipient's'1 have to find a number of donors to support them.' From the Senegal

experience'and the efforts of certain multilateral development agencies, in

particular the UNDP, a multidonor multidisciplinary approach has evolved to "'

interest donors in such development and associate donors with recipients1in

a long-term development process.. ''"

43. With the,UNDP acting as a catalyst and providing some of the initial

funding and technical and institutional support to initiate the process,-

multidonor financing may consist of the following phases. 1. The resource

potentials of the basin are mapped out through hydrological, soil and other ■

physical studies, potential projects are identified, the existing'socio- . "

economic anduenvironmental conditions and needs, within the basin are surveyed,~

and problems and further information needs are identified. From the basic

data gathering and study phase the broad alternative lines of development, ' ■

or an indicative plan, are sketched out. 2.. In. the evaluation arid assessment

phase feasibility .studies are undertaken of possible projects, alternatives

assessed, investment t needs and.prioriti.es determined," institutions

strengthened and in general the stage is set for presenting proposals to

attract donor, investment. 3. In the financing phase further studies are

carried' out to Lmeet the requirements, of donors and to .elaborate on weaknesses

in information identified from the earlier stages. 4. Prior to and during the

implementation phase attention focuses on financing for needed complementary

or stage-two projects and on making the projects work in "the social, economic

and environmental milieu, in'which, they are being constructed,.

44. In practice the process can: be cumbersome. For example in the Senegal . .

case upto..25 organizations and 100 representatives attended many of the early

meetings in, the mid-1970s. In such circumstances the delegates,could not give

the attention neede.d to .settle the, issues the 0MVS put up for resolution.

The meetings were generally held at yearly intervals or longer. Between

meetings the.preoccupations and views of the donors changed and the work of

the.OMVS was out of synchronization with what the donors were-expecting of the

organization. Most of the meetings were held at cross purposes,. - ■ The OMVS

wanted to resolve the issues on the agenda while the donors remained preoccupied
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with ins-jics thty felt tna OMyS had not nddrcssfc"! properly, but they offered

little ^c-oi.-ivc ^.I'.r-iccio;'. cxiC wu:Lcl;:;ic-;:. Tnc ■:.jucrfJJ rcie .v/aa reactive and

indirect. The donors responded to the OMVS proposals and then the OMVS had to

amend them to suit or circumvent donor criticisms. 13/

45. ' Much has been learned from the pioneering effort that went into the

Senegal projects'to streamline and make more productive multidonor consortiums.

Nevertheless, -zher.u are pressures at work that make it difficult to achieve

the type of multiobjective development discussed in Section I." As noted,the

ideas are in place, but the commitment could be stronger. Some of the problems

arise from reconciling the many different motives, concerns and interests

among donor and recipient alike. While a shared general interest in improving

the welfare of .a region cr( 'a' specific interest in river basin development may

bring all the parties together, in the process of acccaiodation many.of the

principles developed earlier' may not be'given full recognition.

i . ■ ■

Physical Bias ' .

46. Recipient and donor share a bias in favour of physical infrastructure

projects that works against consideration in planning of multiobjective regional

development. " '

(i) In politics, leaders need "to be able to demonstrate that they are

working for the benefit of their constituency. When faced with alternative

means to achieve the same objective they will select the alternative that

symbolizes most clearly their efforts. That is, they will favour.physical

projects over' non-physical ones.

(ii) In planning, non-structural alternatives are based on many social

features such as changes in attitudes, training, etc. that call for inter

pretation, judgement, and'flexibility — qualities at a premium in any /

organization, let alone expertise-poor ones in developing regions. The

greater the technological component of a programme the more specific can be

the objectives, the more prscise the requirements, and the more detailed the'

operating procedures, with the result that there is less ctiance of the

programme going astray. A hydroelectric dam is much more likely to be a

success' in its own terms than an irrigation project, even' though the dam,'

generating plant and transmission facilities are much more technologically

complex. Planners will, thus, tend to favour solutions to regional-

development that have a high tehcnological or'engineering component over

which they can be assured of control. ' " ■

(iii) River basin-development is'cross sectoral in approach but many •

aid agencies have tended to examine river basin projects in sectoral energy

or irrigation departments. This institutional bias is reinforced in recipient-

states where the river basin projects are planned by energy, public works or

other single function agencies. Sectoral examination may lead to over

rigorous technical evaluations of the hydroelectrical component or irrigation

command areas', with inadequate attention' to broader regional development

objectives and impacts, such as-the potential to develop the fisheries behind

a reservoir or the negative downstream environmental impacts on a particularly

unique or productive estuarine ecosystem. :. ■
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(iv) In the field of foreign assistance, many donors tie bilateral aid

to gocds and services their own economies can provide. These tend to be capital

intensive and technological.. Such bilateral donors, favour capital intensive

alternatives that support domestic interests, like" consulting and-construction l

engineering firms-. *- ' " .' ' : "' ~ ' /' ' < ' i

(v) In multidondr financing, some of the' investment fund's*4available will '■

be from multilateral agencies, such as the World Bank, or from other

development funds, like those from the OPEC states, which have no tied aid:-,-'-.-:.

element. The large sums of untied assistance provide an incentive for other

donors toJ participate in the financing in order to capture a ;sha're'of( tho'se .. '""

funds for their own export-sectors', these" donors' may thus be'more'1 concerned ;' \

with ensuring'high domestic returns for their contributions !than'" in ensuring. * J'

that the'mos.t'economical use ismade of the'investment funds 'for 'the development

projects.. ' ■ -"" '.''.' \ "' .''-■ - :- ' - -1 r ■*'■
.'.! ■

(vi)VWhen financing is offered to states as grants or on highly ' .' '

concessionary terms the-recipients may regard the investment fun&s for their;**

development projects as benefits, not as costs to'be'minimized.- ^THusJthe'"

basin states will' have little-incentive to economize'in'"'the design of - the" ' r'' '*" '
development projects. " ' s,.<.-i ■■r..:-j- ' ■ -'.'"■ <- ■ .. •. . - :,.--:'.: ■

Planning Studied ' ' ■- f ;- . ' 1- -■ ■ *•*'.*.■:. ■ -•«'•' ■ ■ ■-" * ■- ' 'i ' • *

47. Pre-irivestmerit studies are ^-a requirement'"to "'ensure 'appropriate planning; ' '

But from ;the donor's arid recipient's' view alike this -planning- stage can produce

1. too many- reports, 2. the wrong kinds ?of" studies, and "3. "reports of li't'tle-'; ■' '

use to the recipient countries.' 6_/j ' :- " — ' ■ ■ '■•'■ J'- " *"'J n J"

48. It is clear that the general pressures in favour of physical development

can account for many inappropriate studies and weaknesses in the generation.'of;. /.
the right kind of information. The large number of studies reflects the

number of agencies irivoTyed, their views'on-rth'e information that should be ■

produced and-their evaluation requirements, for'deciding on whether or-not' to >•

invest. Funding for 'studies cari'be quite-generous. -The'outcome is an array- '

of studies designed to\provide different-types of information^which are 'often

produced1 without'any overall strategic1 purpose in*, furthering the'-planning" ,: - '-

process'and-which may be commi"ssioned without1 the' interest or-support of.'the '■- 1-
recipient".'-1 '-'- '■ '' -. ' - :? - -'•■^ -!' >.''jij.- < i.^'j.."- '. "-i-'-;

49.. A constant theme 'running through1 the£history of'development projects1 is '-'-':

the* tension between-donor'and recipients arising from' conflicting" inter- -1 •■-- ' J

pretations-'of what the' projects are'supposed to accomplish. "' Generally "aid ' "" 'J'

agencies, especially international1-ones, will "have.*a' developmental perspective

through which to view .the support'and-.design'1 of projects". Although.r'the ." . L ,. )

recipients'also have developmental perspectives, tine two are hot'necessarily

the same.- The'agencies view p'rojectsllas technical) problems thiat can. be. solved
if they meet technical criteria,'such as internal' fates of'return,'benefit- '

cost ratios,.or other evaluation criteria. But for the recipients.the

projects'"they favour may be the'only dries politically'acceptable or desirable.,"
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Information exposes their political compromises to the scrutiny of foreign,-. -

officials who may be unresponsive to domestic political conditions.- political

leaders may attempt to circumvent the unfavourable results of technical

evaluations by securing direct political commitments from donors.* . .,

; ■ ■ ■' <.-..»■■■ > ■ ■ . ■ ; j ; j .. . t.
Expertise . ■. ', , .-. . ■

50. !Most developing, countries, turn, to aid agencies for the expertise to ,, , .-,

assist with the necessary., pre-investment and design studies, arid later'with :1 .;

implementation.and operation of...the:prpjects. For, major water projects.the -,;..

professional.component is high. Rivers are interconnected and .interdependent

systems of surface and subsurface waters, land, people, ecosystems and other

elements that bear on planning for development of a basin. To understand the

systems and to devise plans for action requires a comprehensive perspective

and demands :a. multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary professional approach '"' .

with disciplines represented as varied as civil engineering, sociology,

anthropology, meteorology, international water law, contract management,

economics, geology, statistics, systems analysis and others.. . .,, L ■'■■

51. Experience points out the problems of using foreign consultants .-- their,»•

cost, disinterest in training counterpart personnel, lack of familiarity with

local conditions, .tendency tovrecpmrnend over-optimistic and over^-ambitious , "

proposals, the superficiality, of many of their studies,, and the lack.of . ■■".

continuity between short-stay, consultants, language problems etc. Scudde.r *

and others also point out the difficulties of using outside assistance in .,.

the delicate task of promoting community initiatives. 6/

New. Directions : ■ ; , ■ j . ■ .. . - ■,

52. The donors need- to take some initiative, to make multilateral cofinancings ■

more efficacious. -It may -mean shedding, some, of their bankers' reticence land

becomings more heavily involved in shaping worthwhile proposals., -To, make , -

the process more manageable for a major, development proposal a few of .the - -

principal interested donors ;— including at least, one. leading international. . ■_ ■

financing institution, preferably the World Bank — could .take the. initiative :, ,

by forming a steering committee. The committee would liaise between the

recipients and the donor community, and determine the types of information the

donors required, the conditions the recipients would have to meet, and the \

various terms for the loans. Once the committee was confident- in the proposals,

it could assist the recipients in soliciting the balance of the. funds needed „.■•

to complete financing. The committee-Would meet regularly with-basin-state ,,

organizations to. inform them of donor requirements* to learn, of their problems .

that might require donor assistance .or modifications to financing conditions, . _-\

and to identify issues that might require the attention,of a full donors

conference or apolitical resolution among political leaders. ; ', , •* ] ■ ■ , ■_■ ,, -s

53. Perhaps the donors could learn from the ""syndicate arrangements international
bank'ers'iise to provide loans to governments, in which some bankers take the

lead and raise support from other banks to complete financing. Development

assistance is more complicated because the terms of the loans — having to
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incorporate tied aid,-- are'more varied. The recipients may well not be happy

with such.types of funding arrangements for.they reduce their flexibility in '

securing funding .for proposals that'are. not" economically well-founded and .' t .

they may, see such funding consortiums as a'.threat" to their sovereign authority

to formulate policy as they see'fit. None the less, if they; do have a goodJ

basis for their.plans the approach should improve the prospects of the

recipients receiving helpful support and prompt funding. ' "'. i. '

L -,' : . "'',:. .' IV INTERNATIONAL RIVERS "" ;'; ' " ' .-l"

54. Prior to 1960 the political, map of Africa was less complicated'. 'Rivers ' •

fell within the suzerainty of a single colonial power or at the' most two; For

example, though Britain exercised different degrees of authority over the Nile

basin (aside from Ethiopia and the Belgian colonies) the Egyptian Irrigation

Service,...largely composed of British engineers^ was considered to have an " , ■

''informal !.protector.at.eII'over the whole basin. 14/ :With; independence African

rivers lost: their relative administrative simplicity and in-some cases, like

the Niger and.Nile, were divided among as many as nine different countries.

Africa now has 57 international rivers," which cover 60 percent of the •'

continent. JL5/

55. A planner wrio locks only to his country's 'section of; the basin will find '

some development possibilities. But generally the net benefits f rom'his' plans'^

and the plans of the other basin states summed will yield total net benefits
less than what.might have, been achieved by planning as if boundary lines did

not exist. Storage dams permit; increases in hydroelectric .output downstream

through ,<run-of-the-riv.er,darns. 'Storage upstream" provided at;.little extra-

cost may also yield substantial benefits'from flpod prevention, irrigation -■

and improved year-round navigation.' If the upstream states are hot.in a position

to reap any of these benefits, projects designed only in terms of the internal

domestic economics, if built a.t all, would be of a much smaller scale. .

Integrated development provides an incentive for the basin states'to benefit

from economies of scale.. Since the total net rewards of'development through' " ' '

cooperation. .In the process of cooperating basin states."may'also improve ■

relations within.the basin and achieve regional political stability — no "small;;

benefit in regions of Afxica where economic and.political integration remain an ■

ideal. ■.■■'_.-__.'■ ,-■;'.. «..-■»

56. Despite the economic incentives to cooperate the technical, legal,

institutional and above all political difficulties in the way of successful. ■ ■1"1;J.\

common development are formidable. The^United Nations has done much to identify

these difficulties and the means by which states have overcome them.- 7, 16,"17/

Equally of-.lvalue are ■ the efforts through the International Law Commission to

create.a .bodyiof^international,law sn^ practice,-based, on'the concept of
equitable utilization, that promotes recognition of the rights of each .basin

staf&'-to-.'wat.er.s:. of a basin.. -Acceptance of common principles lays the foundation

for.various forms of international river basiri.'cooperation. from consultation

through to common development. 18/ , ' . ( -..".■ . . . .
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57. Most donors have no explicit policy for encouraging international integrated

river basin development. The United Nations and the European Development Fund

are exceptions in that they do.have policies to encourage regional cooperation.

In line.with .the EEC's own integrationist philosophy, the European Development.

Fund has a special allocation to support regional projects. The Senegal basin./ .'

states are benefiting from that allocation by about $90 million. The United ".

Nations Secretariat has long regarded river basin.cooperation as an area of

special interest in which the United Nations could have a special role. Compared

to other donors, the United Nationst through the UNDP and other agencies like FAO,

generally contributes only a small amount- to river basin development. But the

United Nations' role is as a catalyst. The United Nations agencies' initial

support of planning in many African rivers has been critical in supplying the basin

states with credible information and plans and institutional support with which

the basin states could solicit financing for the projects.

58. There is a planning bias in focusing en the international dimension.

Planning to meet common basin states' needs- through exploitation of. the shared

resource may lead to inadequate attention to the socio-economic and environmental

conditions in the valley and the economic conditions of the states-: themselves.

By concentrating on the resource in the first place the approach .that follows

tends to be development of the river. River regulation, as suggested above,

is at first only one of a number of options. The overlap of interests among

the states should be put in the context of the wider problems of development

within the basin and the states. The emphasis shifts away from the river to the

needs and objectives of the basin states. . .,

59. The states individually require the technical and financial capability to

compare the net benefits to them from international cooperation against" the

net benefits from national alternatives. Assistance should then be directed

at creating that capability at the national level. Politically,, the approach

is acceptable, as states generally prefer .direct bilateral assistance to
assistance, shared with neighbours.

60. The pieliminary planning should include at least theifour following steps:

1. Careful elaboration of. national basin problems and national economic problems

as the basis for selecting development objectives; 2. an indicative plan of , ,

the river's potential;that can suggest alternative river projects; .3. consideration

of alternative.non-regulation schemes to assess the scope for national efforts

to meet the.objectives; and A. comparison of international schemes with national

ones to determine the most economic and most feasible alternatives.

International River Organizations .

61. Central to any international cooperation are the. institutional arrangements

the states devise to implement the agreed programme. Such arrangements range

from rudimentary commitments to exchange basic hydrologic data to basin-wide

commissions.with almost supranational authority to develop and manage a,river. Jj

62. For integrated development the institutional structures' varys but the river'

basin organization or state agencies must work together to collect data, identify

suitable projects, elaborate indicative plans for the basin, produce feasibility
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studies', ' secure financing'., construct the" projects^ operate :them9 (and mediate

disputes among the contracting parties and -users. International river basin

institutions,' if designed carefully, are not'much of a source iof controversy; ■

but their ability to function can be seriously hampered*by tensions within the

basin, Tiis'amouiit of'"paid-'up contributions of the members to^meat, the budget, .

the level' of activity, and'the' morale of the commission are indicators that

reflect the level of' commitment of' the-'member states to the organization

and its objectives.'■ Goo'd'-institutional. design cannot Overcome a fundamental

lack of political will'to sustain an organization; but good design is necessary,

nonetheless, to withstand less fundamental shifts in commitment and tensions .

that emerge among the'member1 states. : ' ■ '-' .... ■ .

63. Governing'political'councils direct the OMVS, OMVG and a number of other-.:.;;;

river development" organiza't ion's in Africa. ' The members are cabinet level, = :■;.■. ■!■.

politicians, who'meet'regulErly to.1 make1 policy and scrutinize the work of the* *.,

international' secretariat' that performs the 'data gathering, planning,. . - .--

implemntation and operating functions. Periodically the presidents of the

basin countries meet to-reaffirm their national'commitments and ratify , \ '"

fundamental new policies":1 -For day-to-day-supervision between, meetings, one of" .

the ministers is nominated, by rotation^ to oversee the executive. Similarly

for theOMVSand OCTG-one of the presidents is nominated as president of;the-

commission." The chief > executive'of the secretariates an executive secretary -

or, in theOMVS!and OMVGi a' high commissioner. ; ■ - . : ■..'•■ . :

64. -Th'e" level 'of political involvement' reflects the fact, that internatioral .

agencies 'performing tasks'that have'fundamental policy implications, for the

basin states cannot carry out"those tasks without some commitment from the ■;

states to make th^ necessary domestic changes and to coordinate their policies.

The council of minister meoiir.^: in effect cervc c.t- forunc for inter-state

negotiations to devise new policy for their own governments, as well as for .■■

the operation of the commission. The ministerial scrutiny also enforces accounta

bility on' the international civil servants." ' r" ■ '', ' ■ ■ ' \ • '

65. The type of work- roquired has an- inherent tension- between the political

authority needed to implement effectively the tasks mandated to an-international

organization for integrated "river basin development and the legitimate sovereignty

interests of"its' member 'governments. Is the organization's authority to be-'

entirely directed and delegated or- is'it to have some latitude in making policy

that binds member governments? For strictly routine and functional .tasks/.the

problem' does not really1arise. But- integrative development among! poor, countries-

requires'more than just building a physical ihfrastructure; as discussed, it

needs considerable associated socio-economic work to-'build.:up- .-thet'demand.-.;f or -. .

the services'the infrastructure can -provide'.' *' ' ■■■■ ' -

66. The international river-agency stands or falls' on the basis of how its

mainstream, projects are used' -_- but it has little-control over associated

development such as irrigation.1 It has the iriterast and may-have some.of the

technical'and financial means (as1 "a'recipient of ^financial and^technical : . . -.- ■

assistance). But' associated river^basin developments will be the province-.of ■ I

member 'governments' -department's and' agencies. They will not yield easily their. , .
r
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jurisdiction, even though, their responsibilities may be nation-wide, and cannot

give the' same, attention to* the,basin- projects as the-river basin organization.

The governments themselves, quite legitimately may also be reluctant to cede ■.

responsibility, for implementation of ..such-projects can be politically , ■ :

sensitive and it, is they, not the basin organization, .who are ultimately

accountable.- The basin organization can only be indirectly accountable through

the ministerial council. . Governments, have little reason to think that by.

loosening the reins on an international bureaucracy it will behave more

responsibly than themselves. As a consequence international river organizations

may find the most politically acceptable position in simply implementing and. .. (

operating the mainstream regulation works. Successful international river basin-

development elsewhere,such as for the Columbia, the St. Lawrence, Indus, the

Rhine, and the. Rio Grande»has been accomplished without elaborate and formal

international river'organizations. Most states prefer minimal international

organization and are careful not to allow the organizations they do create,

mandates that might be expanded into areas of supranational' authority. - . -. ■ .

67. The emphasis on.national institutions does not imply any less effort to .

facilitate greater inter-state communication, consultation, coordination and

cooperation;, .Projects undertaken piecemeal without reference to needs, • • ,<

potentials, and consequences in neighbouring states.are a certain recipe for ■

tension, controversy and lost potential. International arrangements'have .to

be put in place. The exact arrangements will depend on the -type of development

the states undertake. But the issue areas can be divided into: 1. generation

of commonly agreed upon facts and information; 2. identification of, in order .,

of each state's priority,the-projects they want to undertake; 3.,if. costs _

and services of projects.are,to be shared, the funding for, the projects; and . .

4. allocation of water, services, costs and benefits among the different states

and users-;1 and 5. resolution of disputes arising from use and development of

the river. ■ ; ■ ■ ..

6a. If the basin state governments have strong administrative capabilities,

most of the tasks can be undertaken by ad hoc working groups. However, the

allocation and dispute-resolution functions might be best performed by a

permanent interstate commission, .such.as the Permanent Water Commission for

the Senegal. Depending on the preferences of the basin states, it could

operate like the present OMVS onOMVG Council of Ministers., .that is .as- a forum ,

for inter-state-negotiation. Or it-could function more radically as a. collegial
body dedicated to arriving at equitable solutions to.problems submitted to it t

by the states, like the International Joint Commission between Canada and the

United States:.. 10/ In either case the commission would benefit from a small . .

international secretariat. The secretariat could also serve as the clearing

house for data and information collected .by the. states on the river and.assist

the inter-state working groups. Institutional arrangements for an international

river might at a minimum include :a negotiating or quasi-judicial allocation,

and adjudication commission -to be created on a permanent basis to settle issues

submitted to.it by .the states arising from the development.and use.of the
international river. The commission should be.supported by a small permanent

international secretariat that would .also collate and disseminate information

regarding the river collected by the .basin states, serve as the administrative,

centre for basin-wide studies conducted by ad hoc working groups of national

.agency officials or international consultants, and assist in common fund

raising efforts of the states.
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V CONCLUSIONS

69. The concepts of multipurpose p-rojects, river basin planning, river basin

institutions and: regional development that are associated with -river-planning ■

provide a useful perspective' for<"tackling many of the water related -issues•'•

that face Africa. They are particularly worthwhile in pointing-to the value

of water-arid the need to optimize "itsJuse." 'These'ideas remain "central to river

basin development. 'Nevertheless,'this basically resource-oriented'infrastructure-

based approach that focuses on river regulation needs to be put in the context

of'the human and environmental side of development and consequent consideration

of the objectives river- projects are trying to-achieve. ■ . i,.*-.

70. Environmental' conditions arising- from water not being in-the fight', place, ■ i*

in the right quantity and at the right time can impede growth and the ■ - : J!

variability of climate can have tragic effects. But river basin projects in

themselves' cannot' removei those constraints. Such development must, be 'based . ■

,on, or accompanied'-by-', -transformation of 'the societies within the basin and

rural areas so that the' benefits or- regulation can be taken up. •■• 'Physical-

development needs to emerge from the demands of the people*an- the reginn as. well

as the more general.needs of national governments.

71. In practice- a""number of- forces work to give" disproportionate, emphasis-.to

the physical^development'side-of'the equation1.' ^ Major development projects;'- . . .

in'Africa and mother* developing countries are the product of^the interests, of

many donors and the states themselves. Common ground is found more often in

physical infrastructure "projects than in regional' development ■ per' se. •"'-.;■ ■. ■

or in consideration of environmental concerns. The challenge -is:..to broadem

the common ground so that the multiobjective dimension of river basin development

can be. given1 greater'-cc-nsideration.- " ;■ * ■• ■ -'■ '' - " < i j ■--1 , i-- -i

' ■ ; ■ '. .' ■ . -'. j r*' I . ■ ; r :

72. Many rivers are shared by more, than one country. In Africa the international,

dimension of river ba'sin development■ is particularly impbrtant^as so many "majorji

river development oppor'tunitiesP1aTe for rivers share by a number, of. countries.

Failure to'cooperate leads to lost, opportunities to-optimize the* economic .'■

benefits from development and possible tensions and conflict. International

river basih cooperation''can-do much to promote regional'development and'encourage

good basin state relations'. 'But such harmony" can only be (achieved if-.the'basin

states are1 committed-1 to cooperative approaches ■ to-:- development and if' the outcome

of their efforts give them a^sustaining incentive to keep working together;.1 The

imperative is to design river basin projects that will be over the long term

economically','-socially-'and environmentally ■ self-sustaining.1 i f '/.... .i

,0
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